
Hotel lobby sofa cover Produced by Trinity

 

 

Material:
Solid wood: Manchurian ash, rubber wood, teak, black sandalwood, cherry, oak, white oak, black



walnut, poplar, pine, birch, etc. Processed with strict drying process, high content water of real wood 8%

Plus materials: Fabric: polyester yarn, cotton, cotton blend, chinlon velvet, 3M waterproof fabric,
with flame retardant and flame retardant. Leather: PU, PVC, genuine leather with flame retardant
and flame retardant.

Metal: Iron: Spray painting process galvanized, stainless steel 201 or 304. Mirror or zipper.

Gravel: Artificial stone and Naturalmarble stone (hard, acrylic, acid-resistant, anti-corrosion, cold-
resistant, high-temperature resistant and durable, its appearance and color can be maintained
longer than 20 years. High quality materials. is the only thing we apply in production, finishing with
exquisite workmanship and rigorous testing before shipping.Completed with extremely high
standard export packaging for safe & long lasting products..)

Glass: 5mm to 10mm clear tempered or tinted glass, polished around the edge, finished with a small
clear disc to support the glass.

Picture: Using Chinese Famo's semi-closed, open and glossy paint We are Dabao brand.

 

 

About Trinity



1. Since ZhongSen (TRINITY) was founded, now has more than 20 years of history, is a
professional company manufacturer give star hotel furniture, hotel lobby furniture, Villa
furniture, apartment furniture and restaurant furniture. From pre-planning, stylistic
positioning, production design, project execution and after-sales service, all are combined to
provide a full range of interior support solutions for customers.

 

2.After years of rainfall, ZhongSen (TRINITY) has developed into a large-scale custom hotel
Skill furniture group, with a factory of 30000 square meters and more than 200 employees.
Product system from the whole to the detail, from a Hotel lobby , restaurant , Cafe, waiting
room , hall, outdoor, bedroom , living room, bathroom, door, all inclusive hotel packing stuff
. Exquisite technology, advanced production equipment, star hotel Top class furniture
Production capacity of more than 1000 sets.

 



 

Manufacturing row:
The process for all products must be strictly processed and through inspection, ensure that every
smallest detail perfectly meets the customer's requirements.

 



 

Packaging：

 

1. Coat the first layer with PE foam, place the cardboard protector for the
required corners. Wooden furniture or hardware accessories wrapped with PE
foam or sponge, then use stitched woven bag end or carton box with sealing
tape for outer packing.



 

2. Glass top and marble top use Expandable Polystyrene for packing at first
step, put in carton box and then use wooden frame for safe protection as well.

 

 

One-stop service

 

1. Come to us with your detailed designs and requirements, we will work on them or put the vision
you have in paper output.

 

2. Made of stone, glass or plastic, we will do our best to source materials that match your
specifications for the best price.

 

3. We will produce prototypes for your furniture designs and undergo a review session before bulk
production approval.

 



4. With our control on production and quality, we can guarantee the quality of each product that
comes out of our factory.

 

5.To save you the hassle of handling products from multiple sources, we provide support services
like storage and shipping hubs, We ship anywhere in the world.

 

6.Our work does not stop after delivery and installation.

 

7. We believe in the quality of our products, 1 year warranty is given to everything we manufacture.

 

8.We aim to build trust and long-term relationship with every customer.

 



 

Frequently asked questions：



 

1. Can you equip my hotel with interior decoration plan?

Yes, We will match your ideas, match the decoration style you want and all kinds of star
hotel engineering cases for your reference and perfecting.

 

2. Is there a showroom in the factory?

Yes, about 3000 square showroom is in our factory. There are all kinds of furniture for your
reference, such as lobby furniture, outdoor furniture, restaurant furniture, and more than
10 different decoration styles of hotel bedroom furniture and so on.

 

3. What is your minimum order quantity?

It is based on your furniture type, such as restaurant chair set minimum 50 sets, hotel room
furniture minimum 10 sets.

 

4. How long is your delivery time?

After we make 30% deposit, two sides confirm the drawing, then proceed to produce the
sample, confirm it is right. Shipment will be lost
30-60 days.

 

5. What kind of payment terms do you offer?

We can provide all payment terms, such as T/T, L/C, entrustment and so on.

 


